
CHAPTER 4: DEVELOPMENT OF NATIONAL SHIPPING

CAP ABILITIES

Rationales 

for developing national fleets revisited

In implementing the project on shipping policy, participating countries
were asked to revisit the often debated objectives/rationales for the development
of national the shipping tonnage. Countries thus pri9ritized the importance of the
following perceived benefits relating to the national fleet(s).

Stable carriage of goods which might not otherwise be carried;
Introduce competitive pressure on shipping services;
Strategic civil or defence support;
Balance of payment benefit;
Development of national industry with employment and other
economic benefits;
Encourage the development of shipping related and service
industries;
To safeguard the marine environment.

The result presented in Table 4.1 and the deliberations that ESCAP has
conducted, clearly indicate that the majority of the countries in this,region wishto 

develop national tonnage and provide international shipping services. This in
spite of the fact that these countries are well aware that national shipping linesare 

finding it increasingly difficult to match the competitive services offered byoverseas 
shipping lines. Table 4.1 indicates the priority attached by countries tothe 

benefits listed by the ESCAP secretariat.
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Table 4.1: Prioritization of objectives/rationales by selected countries

Note: 

1: Essential; 2: Moderately important; 3: Less important

Objectives Stable
carriage
of goods

Introduce
competitive
pressure on

shipping
services

Strategic
defence
support

Related
industry

development

Safeguard
the marine

enviromnent

Balance 

of
payments

benefit

National
industry

with
employment

& other
benefitsCountry

3
3
2

3
1
2
1

2 

.2 2 3
2
1
2
1

3

22

2
3
1

1
3
1222

32

222

32 1
2

2

2

2
2
1

22

Australia
Bangladesh
China
India
Indonesia
Iran
Japan
R.O. Korea
Malaysia
Myanmar
New Zealand
Pakistan
Philippines
Viet Narn
Singapore
Turkey

2
2
3
3

22

1

2

3
2
1

2

This chapter examines the objectives prioritized by countries in the region, and
the rationale behind them, in the light of the current international shipping
environment.

Competitive pressure on shipping services

Inspite of the difficulties currently faced by national fleets, countries inthe 
region still consider that national fleets could have a positive influence inmaintaining 

competitive pressure on shipping services. If national fleet( s) are toinfluence 
freight rates, even in the long-term, then it is important that they remain

internationally competitive.

Competitiveness of national fleets

The ESCAP study sought responses from individual countries on their
perception of the international competitiveness of their national fleet(s)
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Table 

4.2: Country perceptions: Competitiveness of the national fleet of
selected countries

operating 

expenses A major contribution to the competitive gap

Crew costs Capital costs

Australia

For an Australian owned ship31 
% higher than a typicalOECD 

ship

100% higher than a
typical OECD ship 139%
higher than a typical open
register ship (FOC).

23% 

higher than
a typicalOECDIFOC 

ship

35% higher than a typical open
register ship (FOC)

For a bareboat chartered ship
14% higher than a typicalOECD 

ship
16% higher than a typical open
register ship (FOC)

Bangladesh lower lower lower

China Generally perceived as being
more expensive

Crew complement onboard 
is 35 personnel as

against ship with 18 inthe 
developed countries

Ageing fleet;
over 23 years old

India

Generally perceived as beingmore 
expensive

At market rate
for ship finance
due to absence
of ship financing
schemes

12-15% higher than a
FOC ship
Crew complement with
47 personnel
High age profile of crew

Indonesia

125-140% lower than
international competitors

lower lower

Iran 150% lower than international
competitors

lower

similarJapan2-3 

times big,
internationaluncompetiti, 

'

similar(US$ 

million)

Full national crew 2.34
FOC 1.56
Full Asian crew 0.56
150% higher than a FOC
ship.
390% higher than a ship
with full Asian crew
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Republic 

ofKoreaLower than a typical FOC ship Panamax 50,000 dwt.
ship with 21 crew of
which 6 foreign crew are
on board

(U8$ 1,000)
.FOC

Korean crew: 793Chinese 
crew: 360Filippino 
crew: 550

Higher than
international
competitors
because
financing cost in
the
"LIBOR+Spread
"were
drastically
increased

Malaysia

similar lower

similarMyanmar

lower similar

same

150% higher than international
competitors

higher higherNew
Zealand

Pakistan 15% lower than international
competitors

lower lower

Philippines

very competitive very competitive Competitive
through bare
boat charter withhire 

purchase
option

Viet Nam much lower lower lower

Thailand

lower lower lower

Singapore lower lower lower

Source:Table prepared by ESCAP on the basis of responses to questionnaires by government
departments/ministries from selected countries in the region.

The competitiveness of the national fleet can, to some extent, be gauged
by the share of the seaborne trade of the country carried by the national fleet (It
is recognized that capacity could be a constraining factor. Investment in increased
capacity would be anticipated if market conditions indicated strong viability).
Data obtained from selected developing countries in the region indicate that
overseas vessels carry more than three quarters of the countries external trade.
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Table 4.3: Performance of national fleet in carryingthe 
seaborne trade of the country -selected developing countries

Country Share of cargo carried by
national fleet

India
Malaysia
Philippines
Thailand

30.0%
22.0%
10.0%
12.0%

Source: 

Information from country papers prepared for ESCAP.
Malaysia based on container throughput at Port Klang alone for 1996

In countries where trade volumes have increased and yet the tonnage share
of seaborne trade carried by the national fleet declines, the competitiveness of thenational 

fleet( s) would have to be questioned. An example of this would be thenational 
fleet of Japan whose share of the import trade has decreased in each ofthe 

last nine years. It is evident that the Japanese fleet, like that of many
industrialized countries is becoming less competitive due to high operationalcosts, 

and this has resulted in flagging out. -.

Table 4.4: Performance of national fleets in carrying seaborne trade of country
-developed maritime countries

1987

1988 1989 1990

1991

1992 1993 1994 1995

Japan 34.7%
38.5%

38.2%
35.4%

Export
Import

38.4%
32.7%

39.9%

28.6%
39.7%
27.5%

40.2%
26.9%

38.0%26.0%38.9%
23.2%

36.7%20.2%

USA Total

4.0%3.9%

4.4% 4.1%

4.1%

3..9%

4.2%3.9%

3.3%

Liner
Non-liner
Tanker

14.9%

1.9%
3.4%

16.8%
1.7%
3.1%

19.1%

1.7%
3.4%

17.4%

1.8%
2.8%

16.7%

2.1%
2.5%

16..2%

1.7%
2.7%

15.5%
2.5%
2.6%

14.1%
2.5%
2.2%

11.7%

2.2%
1.8%

Source: Current situation of Japanese shipping 1997 prepared by MOT and MARAD
1997 Annual Report.

Indian tonnage carries a 30% market share of national cargo but it is yetperceived 
domestically as uncompetitive. The high tonnage could be due to thereservations 

applicable to the carriage of oil which is reserved for the nationalline.
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Operating costs of national fleets

The competitiveness of the national fleet can be assessed through an
analysis of the cost structure relating to ship operation and financing. Ships are
flexible assets which allow innovative management. Every shipowner looks for
new ways of increasing the competitive advantage of the fleet. Ships are mobile
and most services required by a ship can be obtained in the international market.
For example, crew can be readily procured from a country that offers a lower
wage rate if the nationality of the crew is not stipulated by the flag of registry.

.
Ships can be purchased in international markets at the lowest possible

cost. This also applies to most of the variable costs of providing , shipping services
such as bunkering, repairs, insurance and so on. Ship finance is also often raised
in the international capital markets.

Today there are only a few purely national cost elements as shown in
Table 4.5 below.

Analysis of operating costs

Operating costs are those costs necessary to keep a ship in a condition
to carry cargo, and will be almost unchanged whether the ship is actually carrying
cargo or not and regardless of whether the ship is sailing or is in port. The
operating costs thus dominantly comprise of fixed costs and not the variable
costs such as voyage costs.

The main operating costs of a ship are as follows:

Crew costs;
Insurance costs;
Repair and maintenance;
Stores and supplies;
Overhead/management costs
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Table 4.5: Cost elements for a ship

Market pricingCost elements

Taxation National

NationalOverhead/Management costs

Non-equity fmance N ati onal/lntemati onal

Equity finance N ational/Intemational

Acquisition of ships
.

International

Crew manning International

Maintenance

International

Repairs

International

Insurance

International

Stores 

and supply International

Port 

charges International

InternationalDocking/survey costs

Fuel 

costs (Bunk~ring). International

Crew Costs

Crewing costs are considered the dominant component of operating costs.The 
crewing costs of a ship are determined by several factors, such as the shiptype, 
the trade, the level of automation, employment characteristics, the flag ofregistration, 

the nationality of the crew and the relief crew schedule. Every
shipowner attempts to achieve the optimum crew complement taking into account
statutory requirements, and safety needs.

The crewing costs comprise of wage and overtime payments, social
security costs and crew repatriation costs. The crewing costs make a significant
contribution to the overall costs of operating a vessel. A reduction of crewing
costs is an essential target of the ship operator because it accounts for a
substantial portion of operating expenditure. Such reductions are achieved
through increased flexibility in crew and manning options. The following
discussion examines the way some countries have dealt with the challenge of
reducing crew costs in order to remain competitive in the international shipping
markets.
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Relative cost of indigenous maritime labour

The flag state stipulates the minimum national manning
component of the ship's crew. The nationality of the crew is an
important factor in determining crew costs. National crew costs
in developed countries (OECD countries in particular) reflect the
general social and wage conditions of these countries and are
much higher than crew costs in developing countries.

Where a national manning r~quirement is imposed, shipowners
would not be in a position to recruit seafarers from a country
where the wage scales are competitive. This would particularly
affect shipowners from developed countries where crew costs are
high. This has resulted in flagging out of ships from the high-
cost ship registers to the flag of convenience registers such as
Liberia, Panama or Vanuatu which would allow the ship to be
crewed by any national. In Japan for example, crewing costs of
full national crews on board a national ship is 1.5 times higher
than that of a FaC ship.

Reduction in crew size

Shipowners and operators have also directed efforts towards
reducing crew costs through the reduction in crew size largely
through substantial investments in new and technologically-
advanced ships manned by multi-skilled crews. Advanced
pioneer ships capable of operating with only 11 crew were
developed in Japan and are now in operation.

Table 4.6 below shows the impact of crew cost on
competitiveness of Japanese ships with smaller crews. A crew of
11 Japanese nationals is 34% cheaper than a national crew of 16,
but still more than three times as expensive as a crew drawn from
other Asian countries.
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Tablet 4.6: Comparative crew costs for advanced
pioneer ship operated by Japanese shipowners

Crew Type Annual cost (US$ millions)

Full national crew of 16

2.9

Full national crew of 1 :

2.

National crew of29/mixed crew of 14

1.9

All crew from other Asian countries

0.6Source: 

Japan Shipowners' Association

With regard to the competitiveness of the Korean fleet, a Panamax vessel
with 21 crew members (including six foreign crew members) would have a crew
cost which is 1.4 to 2.2 times higher than a FOC ship with Chinese and Fillipino
crews respectively.

Introduction of second or international registers

Some governments in advanced !llaritime countries have
introduced a second or international register as a means of
stemming losses from the national fleet. Second registers
generally has most of the characteristics of an open register, i.e.
increased crew flexibility and access to a more beneficial taxationregimes, 

compared with ships within the national register. The
largest second registers are the Norwegian International Ship
Registry (NIS) and the Danish International Ship Registry (illS).
[This issue is examined in detail in Chapter 6].

Crew costs and international wage rates

It is clear that shipowners are able to reduce crew costs
dramatically through the employment of low wage crews, many
of whom have a high level of competency. In cases where low
wage crews from developing countries are employed, it is
important that shipowners pay wages that are in accordance with
internationally accepted wage scales. The minimum standard for
wages and conditions are those set by the ILO and those
recognized by the International Transport Workers Federation
(ITF).
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In some European countries, shipowners are given the right to
withhold a certain percentage of personal income tax and social
security payment of seafarers as an incentive to hire European
seafarers by offsetting part of the high wage level in their
country.

Some governments reimburse a certain percentage of economy
class airfare to the shipowners as a subsidy towards high crew
costs when they allow the seafarers to return to their homecountry. 

.'

Shipowners in the ASEAN region have also r.e~ently introducedmixed 
crew manning on board their national fleets.

In Thailand, Thai law presently requires that 51 % of a ship crew
must be Thai nationals rather than the 75% required previously,
but the country's shipowners are finding it very hard to comply
with this requirement. The other 49% of the crew on Thai shipsare 

invariably made up of crew from Myanmar, Cambodia, Viet
N am and China.

Malaysia, 

which faces a shortage of seafarers, depends on foreigncrews 
largely from the Philippines, Indonesia, Myanmar and

Bangladesh to man nearly 60% of the national fleet.

Some countries provide exemption of personal income tax for
crew on board a national ship in order to make the overall wagepackage 

attractive to the crew and thus allowing the shipownerto 
set the wage scale accordingly. This concession also makes itattractive 

for seafarers from developing countries in the region to
work on national flag vessels.

Table 

4. 7 lists the income tax relief afforded to crew by selected countries.
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Table 4. 7: Income tax relief to make crew waJ!es attractive

Country Crew reliefPersonal income tax

OthersAustralia 

(I)

Denmark (2) Exempt for seafarers on board DISregistered 
ships

YesFrance

Reimbursement of "tax proffessionelle"
partly based on gros salaries

Tax concession 50%
on social security

Germany (2) The right of shipowners to withhold
40% of seafarers income tax .

India Special tax concessionIf 
more than 184 days spent overseas

Indonesia Special tax concession

Republic of
Korea

Exempt up to monthly income ofKorean 
Won I million

Special tax...

Philippines Exempt

Netherlands

The right of shipowners to withhold
30% of seafarers income tax

Yes Reimbursement of
social security
payment of seafarersincome 

tax

New Zealand

NoneNoneNoneJapanNoneNoneNoneMalaysia

Exempt

Norway (2) 30% deductible with an upper limit of
70,000 Krone

YesSingapore

Exempt

Thailand Exempt

UKYes

Exempt if more than 183 days spentoverseas Special tax
concession on social
security

Viet Nam Special tax concession Special tax
concession on social
security

Source:

(1)

(2)

Table 

prepared by ESCAP from responses to questionnaires from selected countries and countryreports.Australia 

is considering exempting seafarers on Australian ships engaged on international trade
from income tax with the introduction of the Australian Second Register.These 

3 countries introduced the second register that is named as NIS for Norway, DIS
Denmark and ISR Germany respectively.
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Insurance

The shipowner normally insures physical damage or loss to ship and
liability to third parties. The Hull and Machinery Insurance (H&M) insurance is
primarily a cover of the shipowner's property interests against loss and damage.
There are several insurance markets through which H&M insurance can be
obtained, the best known market being Lloyds of London.

Liability to third parties, for example damage to the goods and damage
caused by the ship including injury and loss of life can be covered through a
Protection and Indemnity insurance (P&I Insurance). The P&I insurance is
obtained through mutual protection societies, (P&I Clubs), of which shipowners
are members.

Insurance premiums have been on the increase recently, but would vary
between shipping companies. Premiums depend on several factors including the
value of the vessel, the owner, operator, age, specifications, trading area and the
claims record.

Repair and maintenance

Repair and maintenance costs cover the ordinary maintenance needed for
a ship to operate efficiently and "remain in class". Although there is no legal
requirement for a vessel to be entered with a classification society, certification
from a classification society becomes necessary for the operation of the ship
particularly in calling at overseas ports and in obtaining insurance. Such
certification indicates the seaworthiness of the vessel. There are a large number
of classification societies in operation today, a few of which belongs to the
International Association of Classification Societies (lACS). The Lloyds
Register (LR), the American Bureau of Shipping (AB), the Nippon Kaiji Kyokai
(NK) are among the leading societies.

Ships have to undergo routine surveys to stay in class. These include dry
docking and special surveys at regular intervals. The reduction in crew numbers
and the limited time spent in port has resulted in the inability of the ships crew
to undertake routine maintenance on board. This in turn has resulted in an
increase in maintenance costs which have to be outsourced.
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Stores 

and supplies

Food and other provisions required by the crew as well as stores andsupplies 
necessary to maintain the ship such as paints, cleaning materials, fresh

water and spare parts referred to as victualing is another operational cost.

Overhead and management costs

Overhead and management costs depend on the size of the shipping
company and the number of ships that are managed as well as efficiency.

Capital 

costs

Capital costs, together with the operational costs will add up to the daily
operational costs (DOC) or ship standing costs. The capital costs for a ship or a
shipping company is the sum of the depreciation of the assets, interest payments,
and return on owners investment (cash or equity). The capital costs would also
depend on the nature of the vessel (new or second hand), the amount ofborrowing 

and the economic life of the ship.

Two aspects of capital costs, depreciation and rollover relief which wouldhave 
an impact on the competitiveness of the national fleet are considered in this

section, while interest on capital is discussed in Chapter 9.

Depreciation

Depreciation measures the consumption of capital which occurs in theprocess 
of producing the service. Such losses of asset value, especially ships, maybe 

caused through wear and tear or through obsolescence or simply through theaging 
of the vessels. The shipowner should be in a position to redeem the

acquisition cost of a ship so that he can replace his ships when required and,thereby, 
remain competitive.

There are several methods for calculating the depreciation of ships.Typical 
depreciation methods are straight line method and "reducing balancemethod". 

Both these methods start from 100% of purchase cost.

In countries such as Denmark and Germany, however, the standard
depreciation allowance may start from a lower cost because ofpreliminary/advance 

depreciation allowance. The depreciation rate may range
from 20% to 35% on a reduced balance method.
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Table 4.8: Depreciation allowances in selected countries

Australia

economic life of vessel

Bangladesh choice ofRB or straight line method

Denmark 30% RB on 100% of cost less any preliminary depreciation

France

choice ofRB or straight line method

Gennany 25% RB on 100% of cost less any.advance depreciation

India

5% straight line method

Japan straight line method or 14.2-20.6% RB on 100% cost

Republic 

of
Korea

7.6-14.2% straight line method or 20.6-34.9% RB on 100% cost

Myanmar

straight line method

Norway

20% 

RB on 100% of cost

Singapore

33.3% straight line method

UK 25% RB on 100% of cost

Note: 

RB stands for Reducing Balance
Source: Country reports and questionnaires and OECD Maritime Transport Committee's '1996

inventory of support measures and arrangements provided to international shipping and
material.

In addition to nomlal depreciation method, some countries have additional
depreciation regimes as shown in Table 4.9.

Preliminary 

depreciation

Denmark is the country that is most supportive of this type of
depreciation. It allows "preliminary depreciation" to be extended for a new vessel
between the time of ordering and entry into service. This can be as much as 30%
of the contract price, but the yearly maximum depreciation is 15%. To be entitled
to apply this method of depreciation, the minimum building cost has to be at least
D.Kr.200,000.
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Table 

4.9: Additional depreciation methods

Source: 

Based onMARIT.POL.MGMT., 1997, Vol.24, No.3.
OECD Maritime Transport committee's 1996 inventory of support measures and
arrangements provided to international shipping and material avail~ble and the
Malaysian country report.

Special depreciation

The special depreciation scheme extends tax deferral to shipowners for a
certain period. Within this system a certain percentage M original acquisition cost
of a new ship are allowed to be retained as non-taxa1?1e income during the first
year when acquisition of a new ship is made under certain conditions.

Such retained earning would be deducted equally every year over a certain
period as taxable income.

In Japan, this method of special depreciation is applied to newly built sea
going ships with a capacity of 3,000 grt. or more equipped with modem
navigational systems. When in conformity with these requirements, 18% of the
original building cost may be allowed under- an expiration date of 31 March 1999.
The retained earnings in the first fiscal year of use are deducted equally, i.e. one-
seventh every year, over the period of 7 years allowed under the tax regulation.
The amount corresponding to the one-seventh deducted every year out of the
retained earnings becomes taxable income.

In Germany ,the system was applied to vessels owned by its nationals andregistered 
under the German flag within the fir,st 5 years after deployment but the

scheme was abolished in 1998. '

The United Kingdom reduced its support measures for shipping in the
1980s, abolishing special depreciation i~ particular, with the result that, asconditions 

in the shipping industry worsened, British owners flagged out or
withdrew from the industry altogether.
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Rollover 

relief on proceeds from disposal

"Rollover relief' provides the right to reserve profits made on the sale of
ships for a number of years on a tax free basis provided these profits are
reinvested in ships. The' relief was established to reduce liabilities and enhance
the ability of the in~stry to modernize the fleet, although the cycle of
replacement of a vessel differs from shipowner to shipowner.

Table 

4.10: Rollover relief regimes in Selected Countries

Country Tax deferral allowable

Australia current year

Denmark 2 years

France 4 years

Gennany 4 years (50%)

Japanyear 

(80%)

Netherlands

4 years

Norway 8 years

Singapore current year

rhailandyearUK6 

years

Proceeds from the sale of a vessel registered under second or international
register are often exempt from tax if used to purchase a replacement vessel withina 

certain period of time.

The rollover relief regime in various countries as described in Table 3.9affords 
the shipowner the opportunity of deferring taxes and reinvesting surplusestax-fre~ 
'to update the national fleet. The regimes range from one year to eightyears.

The Indian special reduction allowance is similar to a rollover relief.Indian 
shipping companies can set aside 50% of the profits before taxation in aspecial 
reserve provided this is utilized only for acquisition and the specialreserve 
should not exceed the total paid up capital of the company.
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In the United States of America, there are two programmes, the Capital
Construction Fund (CCF) and the Construction Reserve Funds (CRF) which can
be utilized to construct qualified vessels.

The CCF Programme is a method of assisting United States of America
operators to accumulate the capital necessary for the construction, reconstruction,and 

acquisition of vessels constructed in United States of America shipyards tobe 
entered in the United States of America registry. The CFR programmeprovides 

many deferral benefits to the United States of America shipowners.

Corporate income tax

The residual income remaining after corporate income tax has been paid,
is a matter of importance to shipowners and potential shipowners. Corporate taxesare 

normally charged as a fixed percentage of the company's taxable income. Thepercentage 
of tax varies from. country to country but it is difficult to assess

whether the taxation in a country is high or low as the available allowances havea 
significant influence on the taxable income and thus the final tax payable.

The tax regime applicable to the shipping industry in selected countriesis 
illustrated in Table 4.11.

Income tax regimes in ASEAN countries

Singapore and Malaysia -tax exemption for corporate income, in order topromote 
the development of the national merchant fleet.

Thailand -Up to-1977, shipowners in Thailand were disadvantaged as
against neighbouring countries due to their having to pay corporate tax at 30%.
In 1997, Thailand followed Malaysia and Singapore and exempted shipowners
from corporate income tax.

Taxation and foreign owners

Some countries have also introduced measures to attract foreignshipowners 
to their national registers by providing a tax holiday on corporateincome 

tax under special conditions. Singapore offers a tax holiday if at least
10% of a shipping companies fleet is flagged under the Approved InternationalEnterprise 

Scheme.

Internationally competitive taxation systems encourage shipowners to
operate under the national flags and provide a competitive advantage vis-a-vis
ships registered in countries that do not offer such concessions.
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Europe

In Europe, a new tax system called a tonnage tax system in accordance
with the State Aid guideline by EU has been introduced to replace the normal
corporate income tax, which applies to other sectors.

The system allows shipowners to choose their taxable income to be based
on a fixed rate per tonnage (mainly net tonnage) of ships concerned. This is an
optional alternative to the normal corporate income tax system, however, there
are many obligations attached to choosing the system..
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Table 

4.11: Corporate income tax on the shipping industry

Corporate 

income tax on the shipping industryCountry

France

Reducing tax for the first 5 years

Denmark 34%

Germany Concessional tax rate of23.5%

India

35% without value added tax no tax holiday

JapanEffective 

rate of 46.36% (same rate as the other industries)

Republic 

ofKoreaNet earnings below Korean Won 100 million: 16%
Net earnings over Korean Won 100 million: 28%

Malaysia

Exempt and dividends paid out of exempted income is also tax free

NetherlandsTonnage 

tax

Norway

Tonnage 

tax

Pakistan Exempt

Philippines

Standard rate
Fiscal year starting from Jan. 1998: 34%

Jan. 1999: 33%
Jan. 2000: 32%2. 

Exemption of income tax payment on income derived from oceangoing
shipping for a ten year (May 1992-May 2002) subject to the followingconditions:

(a) If90% of the net income is reinvested for the construction,
purchase, or acquisition of ships and related equipment and/or
modernization of improvement of the ships or related equipment.

(b) The said investment is not withdrawn for a period of 10 years after
the expiration of income tax exemption

ExemptSingapore

Thailand Exempt subject to the condition that the vessels fly the Thai flag and
employ Thai crew33%

UK

USA

35%Source:

OECD Maritime Transport Committee's 1996 inventory of support
measures and arrangements provided to international shipping and
various materials including questionnaire responses.
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Stable carriage of goods

The transport of bulk cargo such as crude oil, LNG or petroleum by-
products form part of a supply chain where regularity and reliability are critical
factors. This is particularly so when they provide an input into tertiary industry
establishments, such as power and steel production.

The consequences of the above cargoes not arriving on schedule can be
substantial. A high priority is thus placed. on the stable carriage of essential
goods, either by the development of national shipping capability or through the
chartering of foreign flagged vessels. The importance attached to the stable
carriage of goods has led to the belief, strongly held by some countries, that
transport of essential trade should not be dependent on foreign vessels. The
reasoning for this view is summed up as follows:

Overs~as shipowners will withdraw from routes or will reduce
the number of sailings when low freight rates continue for a long
period of time.

Dependence on the charter market makes the trade vulnerable to
high freight rates in times of emerg~ncy .

The question whether a country should be concerned about its reliance on
foreign tonnage to carry its overseas trade has been a subject of much debate.

There are two schools of though on this matter. One view is that it is in
the interest of a country to rely on the international shipping market for its
transportation needs provided it is a competitive market which offers a choice of
services. The other view is that economic security requires a strong national fleet.
This is based on the view that the government can exercise a certain amount of
control over the costs and operation of nationally owned ships where as no
control can be exercised over chartered vessels.

Balance of payments

Improvement of the balance of payment has been indicated as an
important shipping policy objective by countries in the region.

This rationale stems from the following:

In the absence of a national fleet, 100% of the external trade of
the country will be carried by foreign flagged vessels.
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In the case where the national fleet is very small, a highpercentage 
of the external trade will be carried by foreign flagged

vessels.

It follows then that if the country develops national shipping capabilities,measure 
of external trade can be carried by national flag vessels with a

corresponding saving in foreign exchange paid out to overseas vessels.According 
to this view, a national fleet can help to reduce the external account

deficit and would be an overall benefit to the country..
AssUming that the development of the national shipping c,apabilities hav~no 

adverse effect on the competitiveness of the shipping services available to the
trade, the positive effects on the balance of payment has been analyzed in a recent
study as follows. (e.g. Thai flag vessels)

,

Net foreign exchange earning
~

Total freight earnings

Less
Costs incurred by national ships overseas

Less
Costs incurred by substitute foreign

vessel carrying that cargo

- Bunkers purchased domestically
Port charges incurred by foreign vessel
spending by ships (now on shore)
off shore supplies, obtained domestically
Repairs effected domestically

LessCapital 
charges

- Capital costs
Interest payments

Plus or minusSeafarers 
remittances from nationals

employed on overseas substitute ship
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The study concluded that in order to assess the real impact of the balance
of payment on the external account, one has to ask the following question "what
is the effect of replacing a foreign vessel engaged on Thai trade with a Thai flag
vessel".

The study also concludes that the long term benefits of sustaininguncompetitive 
industries must be weighed against any immediate positive effect

on the balance of payment.

Countries that place a high priority on policy objective of improving thebalance 
of payment should also bear in mind the following: .

Outflows of foreign exchange associated with freight payments\ .
to overseas vessels are to some extent offset by Inflows from
expenses incurred by a overseas vessel while in the local port.

The low return on investment in shipping as against other
industries and the effect on the balance of payment.

Strategic defence support

The potential utility of the fleet for military or civ il defence purposes will
be directly related to the availability and suitability of the fleet for the militarypurposes.. 

The strategic value of the national fleet for defence purposes is
indicated by most countries as of moderate importance.

The United States of America on the other hand has set strategic defence
support as a key objective of its shipping policy. As explained in Chapter 2,
Operating Differential Subsidy (ODS) is granted to United States operators who
agree to equip their vessels with defence-related features and make the vessels
available in times of national emergencies.

The usefulness of a merchant vessel designed to carry cargo for defencepurposes 
is a debatable question. It is, however, important to note that in time of

war or strife, when overseas vessels are reluctant to engage in servicing the trade,national 
merchant vessels could be used to ensure "business as usual".

Employment generation

Generation of employment is an important economic objective of everycountry. 
The shipping industry gives rise to two types of employment -seafarers

and shore based personnel. The generation of employment in the seafaring sector
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is identified as a shipping policy objective in some countries in the ESCAPregion. 
These policy objectives are two-fold:

increase 

employment opportunities on national fleetincrease 
employment opportunities on overseas ships

The existence of a national fleet(s) gives rise to employmentopportunities. 
It also enables the training of seafarers who could then find

employment on overseas vessels.

Seafarers, particularly senior deck and engineering officers often move
on to employment in the shore based maritime sector and provide essential
expertise in a range of jobs with shipping lines, ports, ship repair yards and the
maritime administration.

It is a commonly held belief that the reduction or elimination of the
national fleet will result in job loss amongst ship crews. This is correct.
However, the extent of any net job loss in the economy will depend on the extent
of economic gain that would be made in other sectors where funds that could
have gone into the purchase of ships are invested.

The elimination of the national fleet should not prevent seafarers of
countries in this region from finding employment with overseas vessels. One ofthe 

problems that these seafarers will have to overcome however would be
appropriate training and training slots on overseas vessels to obtain the required
sea time.

Countries in the region that want to tap into the growing market for
seafarers must ensur~ the appropriate training of their seafarers and ensure thatthe 

training meets the requirements of the IMO Standard of Training,
Certification and included Watch keeping (STCW95) and that the country isincluded 

in the IMO white list.

Some developing countries in the region, notably the Philippines playavital 
role in supplying national crew to developed maritime countries and earnvaluable 

foreign exchange. Out of a total of 419, 413 registered Philippinesseafarers 
in 1996, 175, 469 were employed on overseas vessels according tostatistics 

from the Philippines Overseas Employment Administration ( POEA).
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Development of maritime related industries

Countries in the region have placed varying importance on the
development of maritime related industries. Maritime related industries which
generate economic activity and employment usually centres around the national
merchant-vessels or the ports.

The modern structure of the shipping industry now "in place in many of the
developing countries in this region developed around the nucleus of the national
fleets. Acquisition of ships led to the establishment of the shipping register, the
development of ship repair and handling services and other expertise necessary
to manage and operate shipping vessels. The development of the national
shipping fleet(s) have also resulted in the establishment of appropriate
institutional and legal regimes. These countries thus set about establishing the
commercial, institutional and legal infrastructure necessary to operate the fleet.

The ports are the other major industry which can grow out of the
expansion of trade and shipping services (both national and overseas), Ports in
turn also help in the development of the hinterland and generates further
economic activity and employment, The last dec~de has also seen the emergence
of hub ports catering to transhipment cargo', Coootries in the region that are
strategically located have ~hus developed into major hub ports, (Singapore and
Hong Kong) and secondary hub ports (Colombo, Dubai, Port Klang),

A major hub port requires all the ancillary maritime facilities in order to
be attractive to main line and feeder operators. At the same time a hub port
becomes the nucleus around which maritime related activity can grow.

The development of a national merchant fleet and port facilities will thus
have a spin off on the development of other industries.
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Table 4.12: Maritime related industries

Shipbuilding
Ship repair/Ship breaking

Seafaring
Ship managementSIDPPING

Education & Training

Shipping 

agency

Consolidation of cargoes

Ship/Cargo 

Brokering

PORT

Container manufacturing and
repamng

Bunkering

Ship handling
and offshore supply

Salvage & Towage

Pilotage

Stevedoring
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Safeguard of the marine environment

Every country in the region has placed the highest priority on the
protection of the marine environment, as one of the rationales for the
development of a national fleet.

Pollution of the sea can be from shore based maritime related activity or
from ship based activity. Unlike shore based pollution, the prevention of marine
pollution and compensation for marine pollution damage by ship b~sed
pollutants are well covered by multilater,al instruments of the International
Maritime Organization (IMO). Once a country ratifies these conventions,
particularly MARPOL 73/78, and enacts legislation, the provisions of the
conventions can be applied to overseas vessels and national fleet vessels which
come within the scope of application of the legislation. There appears, however,
to be a strong perception amongst policy makers of countries in this region that
a national fleet would be more conscious of the need to protect the marine
environment than overseas vessels.

Pollution from ship can be operational or accidental and the IMO
conventions deals with all these aspects of marine pollution.
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Table 4.13: Marine pollution and international conventions
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